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The Bluebell Inn Romance Novels
Award-winning author Denise Hunter captivates
the readers with her latest fiction about a
single mother running a crisis pregnancy
center. As if the jolt of becoming a single
mom to her two sons wasn’t enough, Natalie
Coombs is facing new stresses as the director
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of the crisis pregnancy center. A teenager
who comes in for testing brings back memories
of another pregnant girl whose life
tragically ended in suicide. Desperate to
reach out to this client, Natalie crosses
professional boundaries and incurs the wrath
of a mysterious assailant. Even within her
family, all is not well as her relationship
with her sister becomes increasingly tense.
Natalie is compelled to carefully count the
cost of following her heart and her
convictions amid betrayal, physical danger,
and strained family relationships. Filled
with human drama, readers will be easily
drawn in as national issues become highly
personal in this gripping tale of conflict
and commitment.

Considering Others
Jade returns home to Chapel Springs after
years of protecting her fragile heart. Then
along comes Daniel, making her long to dance
again. Growing up in the Midwestern river
town of Chapel Springs, Indiana, Jade
McKinley felt like a weed in a rose garden.
When she left, she thought she’d never look
back. Now, pregnant, alone, and broke, she
has no other choice but to return. The mayor
of Chapel Springs, Daniel Dawson, has been an
honorary member of the McKinley family for
years. While his own home life was almost
nonexistent, Daniel fit right in with the
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boisterous McKinley family. He’s loved Jade
for years, but she always thought of him as a
big brother. Now that she’s back, his
feelings are stronger than ever. As Jade
attempts to settle in, nothing feels right.
God seems far away, she’s hiding secrets from
her family, and she’s strangely attracted to
the man who’s always called her “squirt.”
Returning home may prove more difficult—and
more wonderful—than she ever imagined.

Blue Moon Bay (The Shores of Moses Lake
Book #2)
Now a Hallmark Original movie (An
Unforgettable Christmas)! “I’ve been a
longtime fan of Denise Hunter’s, and The
Goodbye Bride has everything I’ve come to
love about her romances: a plucky heroine
with lots of backstory, a yummy hero, and a
terrific setting. Highly recommended!”
—Colleen Coble USA TODAY bestselling author
of the Lavender Tides and Hope Beach series
The second book in the Summer Harbor series
from bestselling author Denise Hunter! She
only remembers loving him. But he can’t
forget the way she left. Lucy Lovett can’t
remember the last seven months of her life.
She doesn’t remember leaving her fiancé Zac
Callahan weeks before their wedding or moving
to Portland, Maine. And she sure doesn’t
remember getting engaged to another man. All
she remembers is loving Zac more than life
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itself. Zac was just beginning to get his
life back on track after Lucy left him with
no explanation. And now she’s
back—vulnerable, homeless, and still in love
with him. Has he been given a second chance
with the only woman who stirs his passion and
haunts his dreams? Lucy knows she must unlock
those missing months and discover why she
threw everything away. And Zac knows that if
he follows his heart he’ll win back the love
of his life—but if Lucy’s memory returns, his
would-be bride might say goodbye forever.
“Can romance be any more complicated than a
bride who doesn’t remember running away from
her groom? Denise Hunter’s take on a woman’s
attempt to find her way back to happily ever
after again is sweetly endearing. Readers
will keep turning pages, wanting to know how
true love ever went so wrong . . . and if The
Goodbye Bride gets her chance to say “I do.”
—Beth K. Vogt, 2015 RITA® Finalist and author
of Crazy Little Thing Called Love “Denise
Hunter has done it once again, placing
herself solidly on my must-read list! The
Goodbye Bride is a tender, thoughtful look at
the role memories play in a romance. The
clever plot kept me up way past my
bedtime—and happy to be so!” —Deborah Raney,
award-winning author of the Chicory Inn
Novels series “The Goodbye Bride highlights
the abandonment that so many have
experienced. More importantly, within the
context of a wonderful Summer Harbor romance,
the author deftly illustrates that there is
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One who will never abandon us, and when we
trust Him, we can in turn trust the people He
places in our lives. All this packaged inside
one heart-stopping, page-turning romance that
will leave the pickiest romance reader
delighted and asking for just a few more
pages.” —Cara C. Putman, award-winning author
of Where Treetops Glisten and Shadowed by
Grace

Manhunters
The explosive memoir of the two legendary
drug enforcement agents responsible for
taking down Pablo Escobar and the subject of
the hit Netflix series ‘Narcos’. Javier Peña
and Steve Murphy risked their lives hunting
large and small drug traffickers in the
decades they spent working for the US Drug
Enforcement Administration. But their biggest
challenge was the hunt for Pablo Escobar in
Colombia. The partners, who began their
careers as small-town cops, have been
immortalised in Netflix’s ‘Narcos’, a
fictionalised account of their hunt for
Escobar. Now, for the first time, they tell
the real story of how they brought down the
world’s first narco-terrorist and ended the
reign of terror of the world’s most wanted
criminal. Manhunters takes you deep inside
the inner workings of the Search Bloc, the
joint Colombian-US task force that resulted
in an intensive 18-month operation that
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tracked Escobar. Between July 1992 and
December 1993, Peña and Murphy lived on the
edge, setting up camp in Medellin at the
Carlos Holguin Military Academy. There, they
lived and worked with the Colombian
authorities, hunting down a man thought to be
untouchable. Their terrifying first-hand
experience coupled with stories from the
DEA’s de-classified files on the search for
Escobar forms the beating heart of
Manhunters, a gripping account of how two
determined and courageous agents risked
everything to capture the world's most wanted
man. Praise for Manhunters ‘A riveting
account of two brave DEA Agents who put their
lives, along with their families’ lives, on
the line to fight the war on drugs. A must
read on the take down of Pablo Escobar.’ Joe
Pistone, a.k.a. Donnie Brasco ‘A fast-paced
tale by two agents who had the inside track
on bringing down the most wanted man in
recent US history.’ Bruce Porter, New York
Times bestselling author of Blow ‘Steve and
Javier's experience on the front lines of the
war on drugs over the last thirty years made
them an invaluable source of information for
a narrative of one of the most complex,
poorly reported, and misunderstood chapters
in our recent past.’ Eric Newman, Executive
Producer, ‘Narcos’ ‘Manhunters grabs you from
the first page and gives you a front-row seat
into the harrowing hunt for the brutal narco
trafficker Pablo Escobar. Two unlikely heroes
recount their stories in a way that is both
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compelling and captivating.’ Congresswoman
Mary Bono ‘A compelling read about the
adventures of two true American law
enforcement heroes who ultimately took on the
world’s first narco-terrorist, the world’s
most wanted criminal, the world’s largest
cocaine baron, Pablo Escobar, and won!’
Barbara Comstock, former congresswoman

Carolina Breeze
“Hunter is a master romance storyteller.
Falling Like Snowflakes is charming and fun
with a twist of mystery and intrigue. A story
that’s sure to endure as a classic reader
favorite.” —Rachel Hauck, New York Times
bestselling author The first book in the
Summer Harbor series from bestselling author
Denise Hunter! Speeding north through rural
Maine, Eden Martelli wonders how her life
came to this—on the run with her mute fiveyear-old son dozing fitfully in the passenger
seat. When a breakdown leaves them stranded
in Summer Harbor, Eden has no choice but to
stay put through Christmas . . . even though
they have no place to lay their heads. Beau
Callahan is a habitual problem solver—for
other people anyway. He left the sheriff’s
department to take over his family’s
Christmas tree farm, but he’s still haunted
by the loss of his parents and struggling to
handle his first Christmas alone. When Eden
shows up looking for work just as Beau’s
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feisty aunt gets out of the hospital, Beau
thinks he’s finally caught a break. Eden is
competent and dedicated—if a little
guarded—and a knockout to boot. But, as he
soon finds out, she also comes with a
boatload of secrets. Eden has been through
too much to trust her heart to another man,
but Beau is impossible to resist, and the
feeling seems to be mutual. As Christmas Eve
approaches, Eden’s past catches up to her.
Beau will go to the ends of the earth to keep
her safe. But who’s going to protect his
heart from a woman who can’t seem to trust
again? “Hunter’s fans will want this one.”
—Library Journal “With her usual deft touch,
snappy dialogue, and knack for romantic
tension, inspirational romance veteran Hunter
will continue to delight romance fans with
this first Summer Harbor release.”
—Publishers Weekly "Hunter blends a fearful
tale of fleeing danger and a heartwarming
story of trust and second chances. Readers
will thrill with a tingle down the spine when
they realize what Eden is facing, and they
will cheer as Beau fights to prove he’s the
man Eden deserves . . . The will-they-won’tthey pull will keep readers in suspense to
the very end." —Booklist “If you enjoy
romance blended with suspense, you’re going
to love Denise Hunter’s latest novel. Falling
Like Snowflakes will make your heart race
twice over—from dread of the bad guys and
from the joy of watching Beau and Eden fall
in love.” —Robin Lee Hatcher, bestselling
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author “Denise Hunter writes the most
complex, fascinating, and yummy romances out
there! Falling Like Snowflakes has it all: a
vulnerable young woman on the run with her
child, a hunky hero with the guts and
determination to help her, and a rugged
setting along the coast of Maine. This is a
novel you’ll reread again and again.”
—Colleen Coble, USA Today bestselling author
“A handful of authors dominate my must-read
list, and Denise Hunter is right at the top.
Falling Like Snowflakes is a taut romantic
thriller that will warm you to the core.”
—Julie Lessman, award-winning author “Falling
Like Snowflakes is a story of letting go,
finding home, and discovering who you really
are. It’s a story that highlights the
importance of community and faith within a
romance that will warm your heart. You’ll
discover winter in Maine—and find yourself
ready to vacation there when the snowflakes
fall. And maybe along the journey, you’ll
discover the freedom of letting go and
trusting God.” —Cara Putman, award-winning
author

Dancing with Fireflies
From the bestselling author of The Convenient
Groom (now a beloved Hallmark Original movie)
comes the final book in Hunter's Blue Ridge
Romance series.
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Sweetwater Gap
Kyle Rothmore has reunited with her long-lost
family and married Kenneth, the man who
helped her find them. When she learns that
she and Kenneth are going to be parents, her
future couldn't look brighter. Then, tragedy
disrupts Kyle's idyllic world and her faith
is deeply shaken. As her dreams of happiness
and fulfillment disappear before her eyes,
she falls farther away from Kenneth, her
family, and her heavenly Father. The strength
and hope of those who love her don't feel
like enough, but when help comes from an
unexpected source, Kyle is faced with
deciding what matters most in her life.

Lake Season
Reprint. Contains material originally
published by Victor H. Green in 1938, 1947,
1954, and 1963.

Finding Faith
A jilted bride. A struggling innkeeper. And a
romantic mountain getaway that changes
everything Rising Hollywood star Mia Emerson
is looking for a safe place to land in the
wake of a public breakup and celebrity
scandal, and she finds it in the lake town of
Bluebell, North Carolina—the location of her
canceled honeymoon. She wants nothing more
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than to hide and wait for the tabloids to die
down. Soon after her arrival at the Bluebell
Inn, Mia meets Levi Bennett, who runs the inn
along with his two younger sisters. Drawn to
one another from the start, Mia trusts Levi
to keep her location from the press, and Levi
confides in Mia about the precarious
financial state of the inn—a secret he’s been
keeping from his sisters. When Mia and Levi
discover an old journal that hints at a rare
diamond necklace hidden in the inn, they set
off on a treasure hunt to find the long-lost
heirloom. What they don’t expect to surface
are feelings they thought were safely locked
away. Mia and Levi must decide if falling in
love again is too big a risk—or if it will
uncover a treasure of its own instead. “A
breeze of brilliance! Denise Hunter’s
Carolina Breeze will blow you away with a
masterful merge of mystery, chemistry, and
memories restored in this lakeside love story
of faith, family, and fortune.” —JULIE
LESSMAN, award-winning author The second
novel in the Bluebell Inn Romance series Book
one: Lake Season Book two: Carolina Breeze
Book three: Autumn Skies – Available October
2020 Full-length romance (c. 87,000 words)
Includes Discussion Questions for Book Clubs

Take a Chance on Me
On the historic plains, four women find
someone to marry. Will these brides blossom
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like sunflowers in the prairie heat - or
wither under the pressures of marriage? Is it
really love when Sara's trying to escape an
abusive stepfather, and her groom marries to
please his father? Jane wonders if the
marriage proposal she's received is Luke's
reaction to the love he just lost - Jane's
own sister? Mara collects suitors like some
women collect teacups - though not the one
man she really wants? Emily says "I do" with
the dream of having children but finds her
husband has no such desire? Will these
marriages ripen to a full harvest of love or
will they produce only chaff scattered on the
wind? Can these women trust God to
orchestrate their lives and loves?

Summer by the Tides
Eden’s hope is rekindled when Clay delivers
astounding news: their daughter has been
found. Five years ago Eden and Clay Larson’s
baby was stolen and never found. Eden blamed
herself, Clay lost himself in work. Their
young and rocky marriage ended. Or so Eden
thought. Now Eden’s moved to a new town.
She’s found faith and is trying to rebuild
her life. She’s even dating again—a sweet guy
who plans to marry her someday. But then Clay
arrives out of the blue and delivers shocking
news: they’re still married. What’s more,
Clay has been searching for Brianna all this
time. And he believes he’s found her: their
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daughter is in Bluebird, Texas, at a youth
ranch. To uncover the truth, Eden and Clay
sign on as counselors at Bluebird Ranch.
Working together, they rediscover their love
for each other. But danger is closing
in—Eden, Clay, and their young charges are in
jeopardy. As they fight to save their family,
Eden realizes that God has been fighting for
them all along. And His plans are for a more
abundant life than they’ve dared to hope.

The Convenient Groom
“Hatcher writes with realism and compassion
about how hope and healing can grow from our
deepest wounds.” —Beth K. Vogt, Christy
Award–winning author Can two broken paths
lead toward God’s redemption? When Ashley
Showalter and Ben Henning meet on Ashley’s
horse rescue farm, they quickly discover how
much they have in common. Both were raised by
single moms. Both want to help where they see
a need. And both work with horses in the
Boise valley. Ben needs Ashley’s help and
expertise after starting an equine therapy
barn on his great-great-grandfather’s
farm—and the more time they spend together,
both Ashley and Ben have the feeling that
there could be something more between them.
They also carry the burden of past
experiences that may drive them apart if the
truth is ever revealed. Ben is a recovering
alcoholic with five years of sobriety behind
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him, while Ashley’s brother is an opioid
addict residing in court-ordered rehab.
Holding fast to the belief that addicts can
never be cured, Ashley has promised herself
she will never walk knowingly into the chaos
created by addiction. Ben knows that with
God, all things are possible—but will Ashley
find it within herself to give love a chance?
Or will her brother’s mistakes and the pain
of her past jeopardize her future with Ben?
Cross My Heart threads together a
contemporary love story with the heartwarming
tale of Ben’s great-great-grandfather, Andrew
Henning—reminding us that God’s Word is
timeless and that His promises are new every
morning.

Blue Ridge Sunrise
Book one in the bestselling series that has
captivated millions of readers around the
world! A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, and
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY bestseller "Her Mother's
Hope has all the meaty elements of a
blockbuster." Denver Post The first in a twobook saga by the beloved author of Redeeming
Love and The Masterpiece, Her Mother's Hope
is a rich, moving epic about faith and
dreams, heartache and disappointment, and the
legacy of love passed down through four
generations in one family. Near the turn of
the twentieth century, fiery Marta Schneider
leaves Switzerland for a better life,
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determined to fulfill her mother's hope. Her
formative journey takes her through Europe
and eventually to Canada, where she meets
handsome Niclas Waltert. But nothing has
prepared her for the sacrifices she must make
for marriage and motherhood as she travels to
the Canadian wilderness and then to the dusty
Central Valley of California to raise her
family. Marta's hope is to give her children
a better life, but experience has taught her
that only the strong survive. Her tough love
is often misunderstood, especially by her
oldest daughter, Hildemara Rose, who craves
her mother's acceptance. Amid the drama of
World War II, Hildie falls in love and begins
a family of her own. But unexpected and
tragic events force mother and daughter to
face their own shortcomings and the everwidening chasm that threatens to separate
them forever. "Emotionally rich. . . . As her
compelling characters seek to do what they
feel their faith demands, Rivers sets their
resonant struggles against dusty streets,
windswept Canadian plains, and California
vineyards in vivid scenes readers will not
soon forget." Booklist, starred review
"Writers like Rivers are why people buy
Christian fiction: it's dramatic, engaging .
. . [and] this well-told tale will have
readers eagerly awaiting the story's
resolution." Publishers Weekly

Who I Am with You
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From the bestselling author of The Convenient
Groom (now a beloved Hallmark Original
movie), comes a story of unconditional love
and second chances.

Controlling Cholesterol the Natural Way
For these two broken hearts, the first step
toward love will be a huge leap of faith.
Jessica Mason isn’t looking for love when she
meets Ridley Chesterfield. Instead she is
still reeling from the tragic, unexpected
loss of her husband and daughter—and awaiting
the arrival of her unborn child. Harboring
the secret of her husband’s betrayal, her
pain is deeper than anyone knows. Ridley
Chesterfield is hiding out in Hope Springs,
Idaho, avoiding a political scandal and the
barrage of false media headlines that have
tarnished his good name. The last thing
Ridley wants is a relationship—but when fate
leads Ridley to form a friendship with his
reclusive and pregnant neighbor, he wonders
if this small-town hideout might be more of a
long-term destination. When Jessica begins to
read her great-grandfather’s Bible, she finds
a connection with a man she never knew.
Somehow the verses he marked and the words he
wrote in the margins open her heart to
healing. And as Ridley and Jessica help each
other forgive the people who have wronged
them, they must decide if the past will
define them or if they will choose to love
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again. Who I Am With You weaves together a
modern-day romance with Jessica’s greatgrandfather’s story from the 1930s, reminding
us that some truths can cross generations and
that faith has the power to transform
families forever. “Tender and heartwarming .
. . a true delight.” —New York Times and USA
TODAY bestselling author Courtney Walsh
Sweet, inspirational read with contemporary
and historical storylines First novel in the
Legacy of Faith series but can be enjoyed as
a standalone Book length: approximately 77K
words Includes a reading group guide and a
note from the author

Tomorrow's Dream
Now a Hallmark Channel Original Movie! She
wrote the book—literally—on finding the right
mate. But does she really understand what
love's about? Five hours before her Nantucket
beach wedding—and on the eve of her big book
launch—celebrity marriage counselor Kate
Lawrence has everything in place. Everything,
that is, but the groom. She might not have a
career, either, when her nationwide audience
finds out their marriage guru has been left
at the altar. Enter Lucas Wright, who offers
to stand in for the missing husband-to-be and
marry her. Kate's desperate enough to
agree—although she’s sure this Mr. Wright is
completely wrong for her. But can they pull
it off? And why would Lucas want to marry her
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in the first place? Could it be that “Dr.
Kate” doesn't know the first thing about
love?

Healing Her Heart
Two Little Secrets by Linda Randall Wisdom:
Ginna Walker wanted to concentrate only on
the sun and the sandand her whirlwind romance
with Zachary Stone. But even after two weeks
in his gorgeous arms, Ginna sensed that Zach
had secrets. But what could they be?Taming
Blackhawk by Barbara McCauley: Socialite
Grace Sullivan needed rugged Rand Blackhawk's
expertise - and discovered a world of
powerful sensuality when he took her
virginity one passionate night. But for how
long would Grace keep her wild Blackhawk
lover?

Walking Cheshire's Sandstone Trail
Riley Callahan's plans to reveal his secret
feelings for his best friend are derailed
when his life is drastically altered in
Afghanistan. Watching the love of his life
fall for his brother was enough to send Riley
straight to boot camp. But over a year later,
he's officially a marine, and Beau and Paige
are no longer an item. When Riley's tour in
Afghanistan is up, he intends to confess his
feelings to Paige and win his best friend's
heart once and for all. But all that changes
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when an IED takes the life of a comrade and
leaves Riley an amputee. Now he's heading
home, injured and troubled. His plans to win
Paige are a distant dream. She deserves so
much more than the man that's left. All he
can do now is put some healthy distance
between them. But upon his return he
discovers his family has arranged for him to
stay with Paige. Paige is a nurturer at heart
and happy to take care of her best buddy. By
all appearances Riley is adjusting
miraculously well to his disability. But as
the days pass, Paige begins to see that the
smiles and laughter are just a mask for the
pain he's hiding. To make matters worse, her
job is in serious jeopardy. The animal
shelter that she's poured her heart into has
lost its funding, and she has three months to
come up with the money needed to save it. As
the weeks wear on, Paige's feelings for Riley
begin to shift into uncharted territory. Why
is she suddenly noticing his arm muscles and
the way his lips curl at the corners? Will
she be able to deny her feelings for another
Callahan brother? And will Riley let his
heart heal so he can let Paige in?

Falling Like Snowflakes
On the beautiful island of Nantucket, salt
and roses scent the air, waves sparkle over
hidden currents, and a storm-tossed soul
seeks safe harbor. When Samantha Owens's
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estranged stepfather dies, she inherits his
cottage in Nantucket--a place she left years
before, never planning to return. As a single
mom, Sam can't afford to pass up a financial
windfall like ocean-front property. So she
travels home to fix up the house and sell
itnever suspecting that Landon Reed still
lives two doors down. As their long-dormant
romance begins to bud again, Sam must face
the fact that Landon still doesn't know why
she left the island. Will the secrets she's
hidden all these years tear them apartor is
Landon's love really as unconditional as he
claims?

Secrets
Dr. Gabe Allen has a rule about dating
colleagues but when he meets ER nurse Larissa
Brockman he's tempted to break his vow.
Larissa's faith draws him back to the church
he'd left behind, but when their lives are on
the line Gabe discovers that Larissa is the
one who needs to learn about the true meaning
of forgiveness. And only Gabe can help heal
her heart. Welcome to Crystal Lake Wisconsin!
I hope you enjoy my series of small town
romances. Keywords: Clean romance, wholesome
romance, small town romance, clean mystery,
wholesome mystery series, Christian romance,
Christian mystery

Cross My Heart
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Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper's all-new plan to lower
cholesterol without drugs! The Old News:
Elevated levels of cholesterol put you at
risk for heart attack and stroke. The New
News: Now you can control cholesterol
naturally! Dr. Kenneth H. Cooper, a leading
authority on controlling cholesterol, shares
his all-new plan for balancing your blood
lipids--without drugs and without side
effects. Drawing on clinical trials and the
most up-to-date medical research, Dr. Cooper
explains how exciting new food discoveries
can give you a revolutionary new way to
manage your cholesterol. Inside you'll
discover: How the new functional foods, such
as Benecol and Take Control, can lower bad
cholesterol while improving the ratio between
good and bad cholesterol in only three weeks
How these "anti-cholesterol" foods work, why
they are safe to use, and who should use them
How Dr. Cooper's approach can end--or greatly
reduce--your use of prescription cholesterollowering medications Expert advice on diet
and exercise, including recipes and more
amazing nutritional discoveries And much more
You don't have to go farther than your fridge
to find an effective, nonprescription
cholesterol-controlling product.

Saving Grace
Hunter brings to life a story of intrigue and
integrity, of secrets divulged and promises
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kept, set in the high-pressure world of a
Chicago television newsroom.

Larkspur Cove (The Shores of Moses Lake
Book #1)
Adventure is the last thing on Andrea
Henderson's mind when she moves to Moses
Lake. After surviving the worst year of her
life, she's struggling to build a new life
for herself and her son as a social worker.
Perhaps in doing a job that makes a
difference, she can find some sense of
purpose and solace in her shattered faith.
For new Moses Lake game warden Mart
McClendon, finding a sense of purpose in life
isn't an issue. He took the job to get out of
southwest Texas and the constant reminders of
a tragedy for which he can't forgive himself.
But when a little girl is seen with the town
recluse, Mart and Andrea are drawn together
in the search for her identity. The little
girl offers them both a new chance at
redemption and hope--and may bring them
closer than either ever planned.

The Goodbye Bride
Darek Christiansen is wounded and angry since
the tragic death of his wife, Felicity. New
assistant county attorney Ivy Madison simply
doesntt know any better when she bids on
Darek at the charity auction. Nor does she
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know that when she crafted a plea bargain
three years ago to keep Jensen Atwood out of
jail and in Deep Haven fulfilling community
service, she was releasing the man
responsible for Felicity's death. Can they
work through their prayers when caught
between new love and old grudges?

Kansas Brides
“Hunter’s snappy dialogue and heartwarming
prose will appeal to fans of Jan Karon and
Mark Simses.” —Booklist review of Sweetbriar
Cottage Former free spirit Zoe Collins swore
she’d never again set foot in Copper Creek or
speak to the man who broke her heart. But
return she must when her beloved Granny dies,
leaving the family legacy to Zoe—a peach
orchard nestled at the base of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. When Zoe returns home with her
daughter and boyfriend Kyle, she finds that
she’s the only person in town who doesn’t
expect her to give up the life she’s
established far away from Copper Creek.
Everyone believes she was born to run the
orchard, but how can she make it her home
after so many years? Cruz Huntley never quite
got over his first love, Zoe Collins, the
little sister of his best friend Brady. Not
when she cheated on him during their “break,”
not when she took off to parts unknown with
good-for-nothing Kyle Jenkins, and not even
now—five years later. As life-changing
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decisions and a history with Cruz hang over
Zoe’s head, tensions rise between her and
Kyle. Even as she comes to terms with the
shifting relationships in her life, Zoe still
isn’t sure if she can remain in Copper Creek
with her new responsibilities . . . and her
first love.

Lonestar Angel
"When their parents die in a tragic accident,
Molly Bennett and her siblings pull together
to fulfill their parents' dream: turning
their historic Bluebell, North Carolina home
back into an inn. The situation would just be
temporary-three years at the most-then they
would sell the inn and Molly could get back
to chasing her own dreams. Adam Bradford (aka
bestselling author Nathanial Grey) is a
reclusive novelist with a bad case of
writer's block. Desperate for inspiration as
his deadline approaches, he travels to the
setting of his next book, a North Carolina
lake town. There he immediately meets his
muse, a young innkeeper who fancies herself
in love with his alter ego. Molly and Adam
strike up an instant friendship. When Molly
finds a long-lost letter in the walls of her
inn she embarks on a mission with Adam to
find the star-crossed lovers and bring them
the closure they deserve. But Adam has
secrets of his own. Past and present collide
as truths are revealed, and Molly and Adam
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will have to decide if love is worth
trusting"--Provided by publisher.

East and West Rockhill Townships
Once one of the largest townships in Bucks
County, Rockhill was founded in 1740. In
1890, the area was separated and became East
and West Rockhill Townships. The communities
are renowned for their scenic beauty and many
historic sites, including covered bridges,
mills, one-room schoolhouses, and churches.
The area is home to historic Ridge Valley,
Almont, Naceville, and the Lake House Inn. A
well-known recreational area, it contains
both Tochickon Creek and Nockamixon State
Parks. The townships even have their famous
residents in Lee Felbinger, author of three
books about the Lone Ranger, and Ruth
Richards of the Georgia Peaches, portrayed in
the movie A League of their Own. Grand View
Hospital, which has played an integral part
in the community since its founding in 1913,
continues to manage the health care of the
surrounding communities.

Kneeling in Bethlehem
One of Southern Living’s “25 Beach Reads
Perfect for Summer” “A perfect blend of
romance and women’s fiction.” —SHERRYL WOODS,
#1 New York Times bestselling author A Summer
of Low Tides Could Expose Years of Family
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Secrets When her grandmother goes missing
from the family beach house, Maddy and her
estranged sisters converge in Sea Haven,
North Carolina. Being with uptight Nora and
free-spirited Emma in the home where their
family broke apart is a struggle Maddy is not
in the mood to face, especially since she’s
recovering from her ex-boyfriend’s betrayal.
As the sisters wait for word of their
grandmother, they begin to pack up the family
belongings—and unpack memories of the idyllic
summers of their childhood. But with those
memories come long-buried secrets, and Maddy
discovers that all was not as it appeared
that last summer in Sea Haven. Meanwhile,
Gram’s neighbor, Connor Sullivan, seems
overly interested in Gram’s whereabouts.
Maddy is drawn in by his quick smile and
steady gaze in spite of herself.
Undercurrents of jealousy and resentment
threaten to pull the family under again,
maybe for good this time. As tensions rise,
the sisters must find a way to accept each
other for the women they’ve become—and Maddy
must decide if falling in love again is worth
the potential heartbreak. “I have never read
a romance by Denise Hunter that didn’t sweep
me away into a happily ever after. Treat
yourself!” —Robin Lee Hatcher, bestselling
author of Who I Am With You “Denise Hunter
once again proves she’s the queen of romantic
drama. Summer by the Tides is both a perfect
beach romance and a dramatic story of second
chances as sisters unravel secrets that have
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torn them apart for years. This novel is
Hunter at the top of her game. If you like
Robyn Carr, you’ll love Denise Hunter. I
couldn’t put it down!” —Colleen Coble, USA
Today bestselling author of the Lavender
Tides series

Brunch at Bittersweet Café
Surrender Bay
"Lisa Wingate writes with depth and warmth,
joy and wit."--Debbie Macomber Heather
Hampton returns to Moses Lake, Texas, to help
facilitate the sale of a family farm as part
of a planned industrial plant that will
provide the area with much-needed jobs.
Heather's future fiance has brokered the
deal, and Heather is in line to do her first
large-scale architectural design--if the deal
goes through. But the currents of Moses Lake
have a way of taking visitors on unexpected
journeys. What was intended to be a quick
trip suddenly morphs into Valentine's
week--with Blaine Underhill, the handsome
banker who just happens to be opposing
Heather's project. Spending the holiday in an
ex-funeral parlor seems like a nightmare, but
Heather slowly finds herself being drawn into
the area's history, hope, and heart.

The Hound of Death
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Life doesn’t give do-overs. She’s sure of it.
But then she goes home again. Josie
Mitchell’s sister Laurel thinks she’s come
home to pitch in with the apple harvest and
save the family orchard. Her brother-in-law
Nate thinks she’s there to talk the
overworked, very pregnant Laurel into finally
selling the family business. The orchard’s
new manager Grady Mackenzie just thinks she’s
trouble with a capital T. They’re all right .
. . and all wrong. Because no one really
knows what drove Josie from home in the first
place. Why she’s never come home before, even
for her own father’s funeral. Why she pushes
herself so hard . . . and what she’s running
from. And nobody, not even Josie, is prepared
for the surprising new fruit she’ll find on
her last trip home.

Barefoot Summer
In a style that is reverent and faith-filled,
Anne Weems reflects on the mystery of the
Christmas season. Included in this collection
are twenty-six new poems as well as popular
selections from her earlier works, especially
Reaching for Rainbows and Family Faith
Stories. Capturing the spirit of joyful
celebration, they can be used in worship
services, read aloud at family gatherings, or
used by individuals for quiet reflection.

Autumn Skies
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Facing the past is easier if you don’t have
to face it alone. The Bluebell Inn is turning
a profit, and it’s time for the Bennett
siblings to sell it and move on. Only Grace
has plans to stay in the small lake town of
Bluebell, North Carolina, where she hopes her
growing outfitters business will save her
from the loneliness of her siblings’
departure and the persistent sense of
unworthiness in her life. A gunshot wound
resurrects the past for Secret Service agent
Wyatt Jennings, and a mandatory leave of
absence lands him in Bluebell. There he must
come to grips with the tragedy that altered
his life fourteen years ago. When Wyatt books
a room at the Bluebell Inn, sparks fly
between him and Grace. She volunteers to be
his mountain guide, and he soon opens up to
her, drawn to her strength and sense of
humor. But both are reticent to talk about
the survivor’s guilt they each carry, and
when their pasts finally collide, their
budding romance might not survive the truth.
From the bestselling author of The Convenient
Groom and A December Bride (now beloved
Hallmark Original movies) comes the third and
final novel in the Bluebell Inn series.
“Denise Hunter delivers another must-read!”
—Nancy Naigle, author of Christmas Angels

Just a Kiss
Lake Season When her parents die in a tragic
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accident, Molly Bennett and her siblings pull
together to fulfill their parents’ dream of
turning their historic Bluebell, North
Carolina, home back into an inn. Staying in
town would be temporary, then they plan to
sell the inn, and Molly can get back to
chasing her own dreams. Adam Bradford (aka
bestselling author Nathaniel Quinn) is a
reclusive novelist. Desperate for inspiration
as his deadline approaches, he travels to the
setting of his next book, a North Carolina
lake town. There, he meets his muse, a young
innkeeper who fancies herself in love with
his alter ego. Molly finds a long-lost letter
in the walls of her inn, and she and Adam
embark on a mission to find the star-crossed
lovers and bring them closure. But Adam has
secrets he isn’t ready to share. Past and
present collide as truths surface, and Molly
and Adam must decide if love is worth
trusting. Carolina Breeze Rising Hollywood
star Mia Emerson is looking for a safe place
to land in the wake of a public breakup and
scandal, and she finds it in the lake town of
Bluebell--the location of her canceled
honeymoon. Soon after her arrival, Mia meets
Levi Bennett, who runs the inn along with his
two younger sisters. Drawn to one another
from the start, Mia trusts Levi to keep her
location from the press, and Levi confides in
Mia about the financial state of the inn—a
secret he’s been keeping from his sisters.
When Mia and Levi discover an old journal
that hints at a rare diamond necklace hidden
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in the inn, they set off on a treasure hunt
to find the long-lost heirloom. What they
don’t expect to surface are feelings they
thought were safely locked away. Autumn Skies
When a mysterious man turns up at Grace’s
family-run inn, it’s instant attraction. But
she’s already got a lot on her plate: running
the Bluebell Inn, getting Blue Ridge
Outfitters off the ground, and coping with a
childhood event she’d thought was long past.
A gunshot wound has resurrected the past for
secret service agent Wyatt Jennings, and a
mandatory leave of absence lands him in
Bluebell. There he must try and come to grips
with the crisis that altered his life
forever. Grace needs experience for her new
outfitters business, so when Wyatt needs a
mountain guide, she’s more than happy to step
up to the plate. As their journey progresses,
Grace soon has an elusive Wyatt opening up,
and Wyatt is unwittingly drawn to Grace’s
fresh outlook and sense of humor. There’s no
doubt the two have formed a special bond, but
will Wyatt’s secrets bring Grace’s world
crashing down? “Nobody does summer romance
better than Denise Hunter.” —JULIE LESSMAN,
award-winning author Three full-length
romance novels Includes discussion questions
for book clubs

A December Bride
Madison’s heart has been closed for years.
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But one summer can change everything. In the
years since her twin brother’s drowning,
Madison McKinley has struggled to put it
behind her. Despite the support of her closeknit family and her gratifying job as a
veterinarian in their riverside town, the
loss still haunts her. To find closure,
Madison sets out to fulfill her brother’s
dream of winning the town’s annual regatta.
But first she has to learn to sail, and fast.
Beckett O’Reilly knows Madison is out of his
league, but someone neglected to tell his
heart. Now she needs his help—and he’ll give
it, because he owes her far more than she’ll
ever know. Madison will do anything—even work
with the infamous Beckett O’Reilly—to reach
her goal. And as much as she’d like to deny
it, the chemistry between them is
electrifying. As summer wanes, her feelings
for him grow and a fledgling faith takes root
in her heart. But Beckett harbors a secret
that will test the limits of their new love.
Can their romance survive summer’s
challenges? And will achieving her brother’s
dream give Madison the peace she desperately
seeks? “Hold-your-breath romance, heartache,
and laugh-out-loud moments. It’s more than a
good read. It’s a delight.” —Lisa T. Bergren,
best-selling author of Glamorous Illusions “A
compelling, romantic tale of hope, healing,
and a love that’s meant to be . . .” —Lisa
Wingate, national best-selling author of Blue
Moon Bay and Firefly Island
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On Magnolia Lane
Good manners and etiquette begin in the home,
or wherever a child is taught or mentored.
From an early age, children learn how to
behave, and as they grow, how to interact in
their relationships at school, church, and in
their communities. Though etiquette varies
between cultures, practicing good manners is
a kindness that extends across cultures,
because the way we treat one another matters.
We want to raise and train our children in
safe, healthy environments, but the daily
encounters of a fallen world make it
challenging. Much has been written on good
etiquette, but this practical, captivating
book points readers to Jesus Christ as the
Lord and the Holy Spirit as the Teacher of
good manners, clearly illustrating that the
Bible is the Life Manual for good behavior
that comes from God's heart. From biblical
examples to personal examples, reflection
verses and practical steps, and prayers and
Scriptures to pray over children, Considering
Others: Good Manners to Glorify God will help
parents, teachers, and mentors shape and
develop godly character and good manners in
children so they may lead healthy, successful
adult lives in their sphere of influence
around the world. And there's plenty of
takeaways for adults too!

Her Mother's Hope
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From the RITA Award–winning author of Five
Days in Skye comes a sweet, romantic treat
that will leave you hungry for more. Baker
and pastry chef Melody Johansson has always
believed in finding the positive in every
situation, but seven years after she moved to
Denver, she can’t deny that she’s stuck in a
rut. One relationship after another has ended
in disaster, and her classical French
training is being wasted on her night job in
a mediocre chain bakery. Then the charming
and handsome private pilot Justin Keller
lands on the doorstep of her workplace in a
snowstorm, and Melody feels like it’s a sign
that her luck is finally turning around.
Justin is intrigued by the lively bohemian
baker, but the last thing he’s looking for is
a relationship. His own romantic failures
have proven that the demands of his job are
incompatible with meaningful connections, and
he’s already pledged his life savings to a
new business venture across the country—an
island air charter in Florida with his sister
and brother-in-law. Against their better
judgment, Melody and Justin find themselves
drawn together by their unconventional career
choices and shared love of adventure. But
when an unexpected windfall provides Melody
with the chance to open her dream bakery-café
in Denver with her best friend, chef Rachel
Bishop, she’s faced with an impossible
choice: stay and put down roots with the
people and place she’s come to call home . .
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. or give it all up for the man she loves.

Honeysuckle Dreams
A year’s worth of novellas from twelve
inspirational romance authors. Happily ever
after guaranteed. What started as a whim
turned into an accidental—and very
public—engagement. Can Layla and Seth keep up
the façade in Chapel Springs this holiday
season—for the sake of her career . . . and
his heart? Under normal circumstances, Seth
Murphy—the best friend of Layla O’Reilly’s exfiancé—would be the last person she’d marry.
But the news of their upcoming (and phony)
nuptials convinces a big client that Layla
may be high-society enough to work for his
agency—a coup that would put her fledgling
home-staging business on the map. Seth has
secretly loved Layla for years, even when she
was dating his best friend. Maybe she’ll
never forgive him for the way he hurt her
back then, but he has to try. And Layla is
willing to keep up their engagement farce
until she’s landed her client. For Layla,
it's the chance to save her career. But for
Seth, it's his last chance to win her heart.
“Denise Hunter knows how to warm up an
inspirational romance with sizzling
chemistry. You’ll fall in love with this
December wedding story!” —Kristin Billerbeck,
bestselling author of What a Girl Wants
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Sweetbriar Cottage
A collection of macabre mysteries, including
the superlative short story Witness for the
Prosecution

The Negro Motorist Green Book
Compendium
Brady Collins is juggling full-time
fatherhood with the booming auto repair
business he runs out of his barn. His exwife's sudden death has shaken him, but the
devastating news that follows leaves him
reeling: Sam is not his biological son. When
Sam's wealthy maternal grandparents decide
they want custody of the child, Brady knows
he's in for the fight of his life. Brady's
attorney tips him off that one major life
change would virtually assure him of winning
guardianship of baby Sam at the final
hearing: the stability of an impending
marriage. And his friend Hope is willing to
step in as the loving and devoted fiancée.
Local radio celebrity Hope Daniels has been
driven by a solitary goal her entire life,
and she's finally been offered her dream
job—in Atlanta. Unfortunately, her
arrangement with Brady requires her presence
in Copper Creek, and she is faced with
missing the chance of a lifetime or standing
in the way of a dear friend’s dreams. Both
Hope and Brady would give their lives for
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beautiful Sam. But can they give their trust
to one another? With this new novel in the
Blue Ridge Romance series, Honeysuckle Dreams
shines light on the complicated and beautiful
angles of love.
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